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MPlayer is a highly versatile, multiplatform media player. It supports a large range of video and audio formats, including many
formats not natively supported by other players. Play and view videos, music, DVD, VCD, SVCD, CD or radio with a free,

small and fast media player. MPlayer supports the Playlist syntax, chapter marking, automatic fast forward and rewind, seeking,
and many more. It can be controlled by a simple graphical user interface. MPlayer is designed for rapid development. It

supports a number of inputs, which means that it can easily be extended, new output options are available, and there are many
third-party encoders and filters available. MPlayer is written in C and uses only a small amount of system resources, which

makes it very fast. The amount of memory used is independent of how much video is played. System Requirements: Windows
95/98/ME/NT/2000/XP (32-bit) 80 MB free hard disk space MPlayer for Linux Description: MPlayer is a free, fast and

versatile media player. It plays a wide range of formats, including most video and audio formats not natively supported by other
players. MPlayer supports mplayer, the standard command line command, so MPlayer can be used as a complete replacement

for mplayer. It supports a large range of video and audio formats including many formats not natively supported by other
players. The most important features of MPlayer are: * Video playback: - Simple, intuitive interface - Ability to specify the

playback speed - Ability to specify the playback rate - Subtitle support - Ability to specify color and brightness - HDTV
playback support - Ability to play one or multiple video files simultaneously - Support for a wide range of formats, including
many formats not natively supported by other players * Audio playback: - Simple, intuitive interface - Ability to specify the

audio speed - Ability to specify the audio speed and volume - Samplerate - Output to a file - Support for a wide range of
formats - Support for a wide range of sample formats - Support for ALSA, OSS and JACK output - Support for direct output

(TCD) to terminal, v4l/v4l2 interface and ACM

MPlayer For Windows With Key

MPlayer is a free, non-proprietary, open source, fast, lightweight and feature-rich multimedia player for Windows. It plays most
video and audio formats out-of-the-box, but also supports the most widely used containers such as AVI, MPG, MKV, WMV,
VOB, XVID, FLI, etc. This provides an excellent choice for users who watch or listen to movies or audio in a wide range of

formats (from AVI, VOB, OGM, OGG, MKV to XVID/3ivx, DivX3/4/5, RM, qta, FLI, WMV and more), since it supports a
huge amount of formats and containers (more than 192 video and 85 audio codecs). As expected, MPlayer is capable of playing
ripped DVD's in divx or avi (or in other format), XVID and RM or VOB files, along with 3ivx or 3g2. So all you need is to get
some movie files from your friends! Moreover, as said above, it's open-source, so you can freely contribute to the project and

actively participate in creating a perfect player for Windows. Key features: ✔ very small (especially for a media player) ✔ plays
all media formats without any need for codecs; you can simply drag-and-drop your files in the multimedia interface of the

player and wait for its magic to happen (can rip DVD's in divx, avi, RM, XVID, 3ivx, VOB, OGM, 3g2 and FLI with MPlayer)
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✔ DVD (divx, xvid, avi and rm) support ✔ support for video formats (avi, mpeg, mpeg1, mpeg2, mpeg4, h264, wmv, divx and
xvid) and audio formats (mp3, ogg, mp2, wav and ac3) ✔ multithreading with buffering (which means you can play while your
media files are being ripped) ✔ multithreading with ripping (which means you can rip DVD's in divx or avi with MPlayer) ✔
fast and fast (supports all video, audio and subtitle extraction formats) ✔ multi language support (English, Spanish, French,

Brazilian Portuguese, German, Italian, Polish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean 09e8f5149f
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* Supports more than 192 video and 85 audio formats including: AVI, ASF/WMA/WMV, DivX 3/4/5, H.264/AVC, H.263,
MPEG-1, MP4, Ogg, OGM, VIVO, 3ivx, RM, VCD, DVD, SVCD, NuppelVideo, FLI, MKV, WebM/Theora, OGM, 3GP, QT
and USF. * Supports a variety of video and audio decoders with Bink, mpeg2vide, Apple, mpeg4vide, dvd, Theora, VP6, 7ZIP,
Daala, Matroska (MKV), x264 (H.264/AVC), AAC (MP3), AC3 (Dolby Digital), Vorbis, WMA, WebM, FLAC, AAC (AAC-
LC), AMR (AMR-NB), AMR-WB (AMR-WB). * Supports picture formats BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, WMF, PSD, PDI,
XPM, TGA, PCD, PCX, EMF, X, THM, JP2. * Supports audio decoders with PCM, OSS, ALSA, PortAudio, ALSA, SDL,
JACK, ALSA, PortAudio, SDL, JACK, SDL, ALSA, JACK, ALSA, PortAudio, DSD, DTS, DTS-HD. * Supports video filters:
Blur, Brightness, Contrast, Denoise, Gamma, Hue, Invert, Match, Sharpen, Saturate, Vignette. * Supports images: Flip, Mirror,
Tint. * Supports background images: Animated GIF, Circle, Cross, Dot, Jpeg, Line, Polka, Wave. * Supports subtitles:
Bitstream, ASF, AVI, DSS, DVDS (iso, it, csi), DVD, EDB, e/s, ES, ESS, PRC, PTS, SSA, SUB, SVC, TTF, TTF (Cyrillic,
Greek, Hebrew), WSS. * Supports additional control for PCM audio decoders: Bitrate, Freq, Muxbits, Muxid, Channels,
Samplebits, Samplerate. * Allows you to create playlists in MPlayer

What's New in the?

MPlayer is a highly customizable media player supporting most video and audio codecs as well as DVD and VCD playback. It
can be used as a simple media player or can play games using SDL or OpenTTD or XVideo. What is new in version 1.1.4?
MPlayer 1.1.4 is a bugfix release. It fixes problems with GXVidmode overlay, audio level setting and a crash bug in
Libavformat-* and Libavdevice-*. More details about the changes in this version can be found in the release notes. What is new
in version 1.1.3? MPlayer 1.1.3 is a bugfix release. It fixes problems with GXVidmode overlay, audio level setting and a crash
bug in Libavformat-* and Libavdevice-*. More details about the changes in this version can be found in the release notes. What
is new in version 1.1.2? MPlayer 1.1.2 is a bugfix release. It fixes problems with GXVidmode overlay, audio level setting and a
crash bug in Libavformat-* and Libavdevice-*. More details about the changes in this version can be found in the release notes.
What is new in version 1.1.1? MPlayer 1.1.1 is a bugfix release. It fixes a missing configure option, a crash in the sound mixer,
fontconfig compatibility issues and a crash in Libavformat-* and Libavdevice-*. More details about the changes in this version
can be found in the release notes. What is new in version 1.1.0? MPlayer 1.1.0 is a feature release. It offers support for a new
V4L2 overlay mode (V4L2-Gamma) and virtual channels, as well as decoding H.264/AVC and recent MPEG-4 AVC (with or
without AAC) video streams. It also allows for compilation from source on a Mac OS X platform and supports hardware
decoding of divx and XviD on Mac OS X 10.4 "Tiger" and newer. What is new in version 1.0.1? MPlayer 1.0.1 is a bugfix
release. It fixes issues with GXVidmode overlay, audio level setting and a crash bug in Libavformat-* and Libav
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System Requirements:

Hard Disk space: 1 GB RAM: 512 MB Operating System: Mac OS X 10.8 or later Microsoft Windows XP or Windows Vista
Please be advised, that the Software “Escape from Wonderland” comes with the known publication and with the sale of the User
Manual (pdf). Read carefully the User Manual (pdf) in your Hard Disk before you start playing with the Software. This
Software works under Windows XP or Windows Vista. Escape from Wonderland With the aid of your mouse you will �
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